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Maurer Rides Spike® Maze Overview 

Maurer Rides Spike® YouTube Video 

Maurer Rides Spike® Action Zone 

Lost in the Maze 

Those who react well get through the labyrinth better 

MAZE - Interactive Indoor Ride  

 
Maurer Rides opens the door to a new roller coaster experience, because Maze 
challenges the riders' reaction skills. Not only do they accelerate and brake 
themselves. Lasers in four different colours trigger different moods in the indoor 
coaster and immediately demand certain actions. Only those who master the 
challenges well will master the labyrinth.  
 
 
The Maze indoor concept has four zones. The white Mystery Zone takes you to other 
spheres, mysterious, exciting - or scary?  
 
In the other three zones, however, you need to react quickly: You see a blue laser - 
then step on it immediately! Only if you reach the blue laser before it switches off will 
you be rewarded with a boost and be able to accelerate additionally. The blue energy 
zone demands full concentration and charges your power.  
 
But watch out for red: In the explosive Action Zone, red lasers can slow you down at 
any time. If you don't slow down fast enough, the red flash will hit you and slow you 
down.  
 
The yellow haze zone is foggy and toxic. But the yellow lasers are your chance: 
Wherever they appear, you can press the boost button and become faster. 
 
White, blue, red, yellow - the technical background for this interactive indoor 
experience is the patented spike drive. The modern version of the gear drive allows 
the exact position of the vehicles to be recorded at any time - the different coloured 
lasers in the Maze are switched on and off accordingly. The number of lasers and the 
interactive elements can be expanded and changed at will by the operator. Start and 
finish is in the red action zone. 
 
Spike also means 100 % traction at every point on the track. The drive sits directly on 
the vehicle and instantly takes over every action of the driver. Its reaction speed 
directly influences the driving experience - in combination with the light, fog and laser 
elements, an intense pull reminiscent of gaming and virtual reality. But the experience 
in the Maze is real.  
 

https://maurer-rides.de/media/shared/2109_Maze_TopView.jpg
https://youtu.be/kiG-FtECaL4
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Maurer Rides Spike® Maze Energy Zone 

Maurer Rides Spike® Mystery Zone 

Maurer Rides Spike® Action Zone 

 
The video gives a first impression: https://youtu.be/kiG-FtECaL4# 
Flyer: http://go.maurer-rides.de/SpikeMaze 
 
 
Features:  

Passengers drive themselves - interactivity through SPIKE® Technology 
Atmospheric gaming character with a variety of game elements 
Every ride is different and challenges you to compete 
Compact footprint 
Different designs possible 
 
 
Technical Information: 

Dimensions:  42 m x 42 m (138 ft x138 ft) 
Length:  320 m (1050 ft) 
Height:  10 m (33 ft) 
Vehicles:  4 
Capacity:  400 pph 
Ride time:  40 sec  
Maximum speed:  40 km/h (25 mph) 
Acceleration: max.  1.2g 
Torque:  1050 Nm 
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